
SHORT HUMOROUS ESSAYS

Hilarious and serious essays. Some of these are funny, and some are serious. If you can't tell the difference then I'm not
doing my job.

To be clear, do not ever swim in Hong Kong Harbor. You can probably skewer a politician or personal injury
lawyer with abandon, but you should be gentle when mocking the common man. Some people may even say
we were artists, but I think you'll all realize what kind of artists we are later on this evening. Firstly, the hotel
manager has asked me to request that, for reasons of health and safety, none of you are to get up on top of the
chairs and tables during my standing ovation. Here are the answersâ€” if you asked then you know what the
question was. Or was it the Al Franken Decade? What exactly are short memoirs? Calypso also gave me
pauseâ€”Sedaris has been writing for many years now, and this collection more than the previous ones reaches
that bit deeper into the melancholy parts of life. Side slips. Occasionally I also make someone laugh. I would
like to begin by welcoming each and every one of you to this joyous and stressful occasion. In it, he manages
to capture the linguistic hilarities that ensue when you combine a sarcastic, middle-aged French student with a
snarky French teacher. In addition to organizing your material, you must search out the fun in your topic. I
made that tip up myself. Saving the kids time. Not only has he given up his status as a single man, he has
actually had to miss a pre-season game. How do you email an engagement ring? So put the shortest, strongest
jokes up front. We were the first group to run out of flyers. Could I turn the job down and still get an invite to
eat and drink at William? And on this day in the year , you attended this wedding reception and heard the
finest wedding speech of your entire lifetime, and my best man Michael will be making it. I had no idea.
Maybe it will go away tomorrow but I don't think so. Say what you want about Americaâ€” we may not make
the best cars, or the best beer, but our drag queens are second to none!


